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ABSTRACT

The nature of the correspondence between moral development
and the feminist social movement was analyzed in terms

of stages of moral reasoning, "activism," attitudes towards
the role of women, and internal versus external locus of
control for 86 women. Results showed that antifeminist
women reasoned at the conventional moral levels, held

traditional attitudes toward women, had a more internal

locus of control, and were less activist oriented than the
feminist women who used postconventional Principled

moral reasoning, which was also shown to be associated with
liberal or "radical" attitudes concerning the role of women

and high levels of activism. The college women control
group sample, as predicted, fell in between the two
extremes. The relationship between the developmental struc

tures of moral reasoning and the content and intent of
feminist ideology is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The "feminist" cause, represented by the Women's

Liberation Movement, may be the most rapidly growing and
influential social movement in our society today.

In many

sectors of our culture, feminists are making their view

points known and are attempting to alter many of our insti
tutional and legal practices.

Through a reading of the literature of these individ
uals, who are not psychologists or sociologists by profes

sion, I have perceived a dramatic realization that their

personal problems lie not solely in their "privatized"
individualistic niches, but in the structure of society as
a whole.

This is documented in the women's movements

literature (de Beauvoir, 1953; Friedan, 1963; Millet, 1970;

Firestone, 1970; & Morgan, 1970).

My exposure to their

realizations has enabled me to conceptualize that they,

especially the vanguard members of social movements, have
attempted a true integration of personal and societal
development.

,

On the other hand, there is still a vast segment of

women in this country who accept, and often defend, the
traditional female role.

This invites some speculation

and supportive research concerning what differentiates

feminis'ts from t.heir nonfeminist or antifeminist sisters.

Generally, since the Civil Rights and Peace Movement,

the psychological study of members of social movements have
focused upon two research issues j

(a) Levels of moral

development, and (b) internal versus external locus of con
trol of reinforcements.

Since each historical and cultural

era produces its own "byp©" of. social activist, it may be
fruitful to bring the current feminist activist up to date
with previous research profiles.

By doing this, I hope to achieve two main objectives:
First, this investigation may serve as a barometer, or as

a weather vane, for women in the movement.

They just might

want to know "where they are at" social scientifically

speaking, with the use of an objective measure, so that they
might make adjustments (if they wish) in their psychological
identity along the way.

And, in turn, if this "checkup"

indicates a state of psycho-social progress, it may serve the

purpose of reassuring the women of the movement that their
course is true.

Secondly, I hope to explore the possibility

that the field of psychology may be useful as a tool in

analyzing whether a proclaimed social movement is, in fact,

progressive, or if it is merely "old wine in a new bottle."
Review of the Research Literature Concerning

^M>l;^M:^S:>:'P;-;Sociairl!bvements"--^'^^
Since the historical "activist" from Socrates to Gandhi

to Eroraa Goldman -have maintained that there are moral (social
and ethical) necessities for their activities on behalf of

social change f the relationship between moral reasoning and
social protest has been the subject matter of numerous
empirical studies (Haan^ Smith# & Block» 1968? Haan &

Block, 1969a, 1969b? Haan, 1972?, and Fishkin, Kehiston, &
MacKinnon, 1973).

,

While all of the above studies have employed the

"cognitive~developmental" (Piaget, 1932? Kohlberg, 1963)
approach towards their investigations concerning moral
reasoning, it should be noted that there are various
theoretical positions regarding the processes and,char
acteristics of moral development.

Moral Development

A review of the literature indicates that the study

of morality has been generally approached from the per

spective of socialization, i.e., "internalizing" the
standards or roles of one's culture.

Within this perspec

tive, there have been three main positions employed by the
social science of psychology in explaining the concepts

surrounding the processes of morality;

the emotional,

the behavioral, and the judgmental.

Using an emotional criteria of the internalization of
cultural norms and values has been the approach of both the

psychoanalytic (Freud, 1923, 1930? MacKinnon, 1938) and

several of the social learning theorists (Burton, Maccoby,

& Allinsmith, 1961; Eysenck, 1961; Aronfreed, 1961/1963).
These orientations have centered in on the emotion of guilt
and resistance to temptation as the basis of morality.

Here

it is assumed that the individual behaves morally in order

to avoid the negative emotion of guilt that is usually

experienced as anxiety, which is evoked when one trans
gresses social standards.

The behavioral criteria posited by the "moral char

acter" (Hartshorne & May, 1928, 1930; Havighurst & Taba,

1949) and some social learning (Sears, 1957; Whiting,.
1960; Bandura & Walters, 1963) schools of thought have

posited theories based on the internalization of social
rules due to selective reinforcement experiences and model

ing behavior by socialization agents, such as one's parents,
teachers, and social "leaders."

The judgmental criteria of morality, articulated and

"operationalized" by Lawrence Kohlberg (1963a, 1967, 1968,
1970, 1971, 1973) builds upon Piaget's cognitive-develop
mental theory (1932), which attempts to integrate the

extreme positions represented by the behavioral "moral
character" and social learning orientations and the psy

choanalytic position. Both a morality of internalization
of social authority and a morality guided by resolved emo
tional conflicts are integrated and understood as stemming

from the development of the self through processes of taking

mmi

on the roles and attitudes of others, through interactional

processes of an "organismic-environmental" field of influ
ence.

Kohlberg, influenced by the works of J. Piaget

(1932), G. H. Mead (1934), and J. Dewey (1938), writes the
following;

The fundamental factor causing a structuring of
a moral order is social participation and role-

taking. In order to play a social role in the
family, school, or society, the child must
implicitly take the role of others toward him
self and towards others in the group (Kohlberg in
Hoffman & Hoffman, 1964, p. 395).

The position of Kohlberg is opposed to both the emo

tional and the behavioral approach on two levels: One level
concerns research results, and the other brings up various

"philosophical" problems that need to be answered. For

example, if one uses an emotional criteria of morality, the
research results indicate that projective measures of guilt

have not proven to predict consistently actual resistance

to temptation behavior (Aronfreed, 1961). The behavioral
research of several other investigators (Glueck & Glueck,

1950; Bandura & Walters, 1959; Burton, Maccoby, & Allin-

smith, 1961; Grinder, 1963) found very low correlations
between socialization techniques of p^nishment and reward

and resistance to temptation.

Rau (in Hoffman & Hoffman,

1964) concluded that the most influential factors determin

ing whether one cheats or not are "situational" rather than
"character" or personality traits.

Both the behavioral and emotional orientations fail to

specify the "philosophical" basis for their concepts of
morality.

This is crucial since the ontology of the con

cepts of morality is grounded in the science of philosophy
under the rubic of "ethics,"

Since the area of morality

is by its own definition a philosophical (ethical) concept/
a psychological theory of morality is incomplete/ even as

a psychological theory/ if its philosophical implications
are not articulated.

"Any such general theory presupposes

a general ethical theory, . . .without such a theory the
notion of 'moral development' is pretty insubstantial"
(Peters in Mischel/ 1971/ p. 264).
The behavioral and emotional criteria of morality

suffers from ethical relativism because they are centered

in a cultural-transmission ideology.

Conformity to the

value, content of some social ideal is clearly subject to
historical and cultural bias.

This results in what Kohl-

berg calls the "bag of virtues" approach (1970).
The literature suggests that the problem of the moral
ization of the individual is not that of accounting for

individual differences in "moral character" or "guilt" as
revealed in behavior.

Moral behavior that is explained in

terms of "cultural-transmission" socialization has little

ethical or philosophical relevance.

A more direct focus of

analysis centers upon the development of values and moral
judgment/ the third criteria of moral internalization.
Using Piaget's methodology (1932)/ Kohlberg (1963a)

used children in his research experimentation, but elabor
ated his technique, in order to ferret out any cultural

bias, which had tainted all previous conceptions of moral

ity. Beginning in 1957, Kohlberg tested the moral judg
ments or reasoning of children from the ages of 10 through

16 by asking them questions involving moral dilemmas raised
through stories which he invented, but were representative
of historically naturally occurring social conflicts. He

tested youngsters in the U.S., Great Britain, Mexico,
Turkey, Taiwan, and Malaysia and found the same patterns

of thought, referred to as "stages," occurring in the same
invariant developmental sequence. This cross-cultural

"universal" pattern, led Kohlberg to conclude that these
"types" of thought or cognitions represented structures
elicited from the interaction of the child with his/her

social environment, rather than directly reflecting external
structures given by the child's culture.

These findings by Kohlberg, and subsequent investiga

tions by his associates (Turiel, 1969; Blatt, 1969; Rest,
1969), have several convincing features.

For one, every

culture studied, ranging from the most advanced "sophis

ticated" societies to the most underdeveloped "primitive

society displayed research data that conformed to the very

same pattern of cognitive and moral development. This

,

eliminates the psychologist's "achilles heel" of cultural
bias, a crucial source of power and a giant step towards

creating the least prejudiced taxonomy of moral development.

This is especially important if one is interested in study

ing the psychology of women or othei "minority" segments of
our "white-male" dominated culture.

Secondly, and perhaps most importantly, a look at the
hierarchy or invariant sequence of stages will demonstrate
that there is a "fit" or isomorphism between these stage

findings and the basic tenets of moral philosophy (Kant,
1949? Rawls, 1971).

Here we have found both scientific

validity, through factual questions of developmental pre
diction, and ethical or philosophical validity, through

culturally free findings of moral reasoning that qualifies
to moral philosophy's conceptions.

Before this can be

understood, I must define and describe the hierarchy of

stages and the features of these progressive stages that
support the claims of developing moral adequacy.

(See

Table 1.)

The unity of knowledge at stage 6 comes about through
one's capacity to hold many paradigms in mind, choose
between them, and know the approximate consequences of
one's choice.

An individual or a social movement that is

operating at stage 6 may use actions that appear to repre

sent other stage mentalities, and this is congruent with
the theory.

What is important is to understand the under

lying structure behind that "choice."

Each stage is

described according to content, but the "test" is actually

Table 1

Definition of Moral Stages (Kohlberg, 1963)
I.

Preconventional level

Stage 1; The punishment and obedience orientation.

The physical consequences of action determine its

goodness or badness regardless of the human meaning
or value of these consequences. Avoidance of punish

ment and unquestioning deference to power are valued
in their own right* not in terms of respect for an

underlying moral order supported by punishment and
authority.

Stage 2; The instrvimental relativist orientation.

Right action consists of that which instrtimentally
satisfies one's own needs and occasionally the needs
of others.

Human relations are viewed in terms like

those of the market place.

Elements of fairness* of

reciprocity* and of equal sharing are present* but

they are always interpreted in a physical pragmatic
way.

Reciprocity is a matter of "you scratch my back

and I'll scratch yours*" not of loyalty* gratitude,
or justice.

II.

Conventional level

Stage 3; The interpersonal concordance or "good boy-

nice girl" orientation. Good behavior is that which
pleases or helps others and is approved by them.
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Table 1, Continued

There is much conformity to stereotypical images of

what is majority or "natural" behavior.

Behavior is

frequently judged by intention—"he means well"
becomes important for the first time.

One earns

approval by being "nice."

Stage 4;

The "law and order" orientation.

There

is orientation toward authority, fixed rules, and
the maintenance of the social order.

Right behavior

consists of doing one's duty, showing respect for
authority, and maintaining the given social order
for its own sake.

III.

Postconventional, autonomous, or principled level

Stage 5:

The social-contract legalistic orienta

tion, generally with utilitarian overtones.

Right

action tends to be defined in terms of general indiv

idual rights, and standards which have been critically
examined and agreed upon by the whole society.

There

is a clear awareness of the relativism of personal

values and opinions and a corresponding emphasis upon

procedural rules for reaching consensus.

The result

is an emphasis upon the "legal point of view" but

with an emphasis upon the possibility of changing law
in terms of rational considerations of social utility

(rather than freezing it in terms of stage 4

11

Table 1# Continued
"law and order").

.

Stage 6: The universal ethical principle orientation.
Right is defined by the decision of conscience in
accord with self-chosen ethical principles appealing

to logical comprehensiveness, universality, and con

sistency. These principles are abstract and ethical
(the Golden Rule, the categorical imperative); they
are not concrete moral rules like the Ten Command

ments.

At heart, these are universal principles of

justice, of the reciprocity and equality of human
rights, and of respect for the dignity of human
beings as individual persons.
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"content-free"; the test "protocol" is measured according
to the "structural orientation,"

The value judgment con

cerns the level of structure, not the meaning of the con
tent.

Moral Stages and Philosophical "Fit"

Kohlberg explains how the "psychological" stages of

moral reasoning displays "adequacy" through philosophical
criteria.

He writes;

We may summarize our cognitive-developmental
theory as claiming that a) moral judgment is a
role taking process, which b) has a new and
logical structure at each stage, paralleling
Piaget's logical stages; this structure is best
formulated as c) a justice structure, which
d) is progressively more comprehensive, dif
ferentiated, and equilibrated than the prior

stage structure. To' concretize these claims,
we may trace the progression of the role taking
or justice structure through the stages. This
will show how each stage is able to do things
that prior stages could not, how it is more
differentiated, comprehensive and integrated
structurally than its predecessor. . . .For

example, with respect to the moral value of
the person,.the stage 6 argument has become
progressively disentangled from status and
property values (stage 1), from one's instru
mental uses to others (stage 2), from the actual
.

affection of others for him (stage 3), etc.
With each stage, the obligation to preserve
human life becomes more categorical, more

independent of the aims of the actor, of com
mands or opinions of others, etc. (Kohlberg
in Mischel, 1971, p. 216).
The reader can see the hierarchical pattern of widen

ing social perspectives involving the process of roletaking.

At each successive level, the role-taking per

spective achieves greater integration and differentiation

that happen to parallel the forraalistic moral philosophy's

1
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criteria of prescriptivity and universality, as argued by
philosophers ranging from Socrates to Hobhouse to Kant to

Rawls.

Philosophers may not agree on the exact "content"

or ethical "behaviors" involved in moral judgment, but most

philosophers do agree that values which are moral are based
on principles that are universal, distinct from the rules
of a given culture, and are reversible.

"In fact, only

claims which are reversible are valid. « • .A just solu

tion to a moral dilemma is a solution acceptable to all

parties, considering each as free and equal, and assuming
none of them knew which role they would occupy in the

situation" (Rawls, 1971, p. 215).

Here is where the psy

chological facts of development (Kohlberg's findings of a
universal invariant hierarchy of cognitive and moral devel

opment) "fit" with philosophical conceptions of a formal
criteria of adequate moral principles.

Recapitulation of Cognitive-Development Perspective

The study of moral development, according to the
orientation called "Cognitive-Progressivism" (Kohlberg &

Mayer, 1972), is the study of the relationship or "dialogue"
that exists between the individual's cognitive structures

and the structures of the social environment.

This rela

tionship is best handled according to the "laws" of cogni
tive-developmental theory, since the individual's relation
to his/her social environment is cognitive; it involves

thougii't and symbolic intejcaction.

This assumes a "pro

active" rather than a "reactive" model for people since the

individual's experiences are organized through cognitive

synthesizing processes; activated by taking the role and

perspectives of others in "naturally" occurring peer and
family situations.

Instead of viewing the individual as a process of

internalizing facts that are "out there" in an objective
culture, this perspective regards perceptions of facts as

being organized by one's style of existence.

These styles

of existence, or stages of perspectives, tend to be self-

validating since every stage of this process is validated
by earlier and later stages so that they are congruent.
This thesis is a study of the moral development of

individuals engaged in a relationship or tension with the
social environment.

Of course, like most relationships,

this one is characterized by an emphasis on the development

of certain values and moral preferences.

As a social sci

entist, I clearly recognize the need to affirm those core
values that are supportive of development; if they can be

empirically demonstrated. Developmental-Progressivism, as
a social scientific orientation, is value-full, but not in
terms of value-relativity, which recognizes that values
lie within the individual's inclination, which confuses the

individual's subjective state with scientific reality.

Nor

does Developmental-Progressivism recognize the premise of

social-relativity, which postulates a cultural transmission
ideology, which confuses the characteristics of the culture,
nation, or system, with scientific reality; by postulating
a "kingdom of order" outside of any individual.
Instead, Developmental-Progressivism assumes an

epistemology that is built upon the foundation that the
truth lies in principles that ought to be universal and

that these principles are distinct from the rules or major
ity will of any given culture.

Values can represent a

"universal culture" that has evolved through historical

developmental processes between the individual and one's
symbolic interaction with the social environment.

Now we

can view or choose to value healthy psycho-social devel

opment of an individual or a social movement, not in terms

of adaptation based on culturally relative survival traits,
but in terms of ndhrelative, universal, factual questions
of prediction.

The capacity to develop, synthesize, and explore is a
lawful process within the human condition and the freedom
lies in people's ability to alter their condition as I
believe individuals engaged in social movements realize and
often,act upon.

Social Movements and Moral Development

With the previously stated theory and suppositions in
mind, I am hypothesizing that the "ideology" of social
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movements are disguised moral judgments and^ as suchr may be
classified according to Kohlberg * s Moral Judgment ^cale. .

This is not to say that everyone in a particular social move

ment is at any one level but that a social movement may be

over—represented by a certain style or mode of moral devel

opment in its members ^ especially the vanguard activist
members, who are engaged in creating the literature and
institutions of their movement.

"Social movements can be viewed as collective enter

priges to establish a new order of life" (Blumer in McLaugh
lin, 1969, p. 3). Since social movements tend to stress the
need for either a reform or a radical revision of society s

core values (what Blumer calls "cultural drifts"), then the

cognitive-progressive orientation may provide social scien
tists with a tool for determining whether a social movement

represents a higher stage of progress, over and above the
status quo, both developmentally and philosophically.
Since feminist "activism" is used in this study as the
criterion variable of moral development, and it is not one

that reasonable people can immediately accept as prima facie
evidence of a moral action, more needs to be said about it

and activism generally. Although moral protest must always
be activist in the sense of intervening in an ongoing course

of events, activism is not necessarily a moral behavior.

It may be undertaken for nonmoral reasons that are merely
personally preferred, or even capricious, e.g., it is the
"hip" or the "in" thing to do, and, afterall, it may be

exciting and a platform for displaying one's personal prow
ess to one's peers»

However, as reported (Haan, Block, & Smith, 1968),
activism was an actuarial preference of Bay Area principled

(stages 5 and 6) students compared to the conventionally
(stages 3 and 4) moral during the 1960's.

Roughly 70%

of a number of different activist groups, in the "New

Left" social movement, used principled thinking as a major

way of deciding moral issues, while only 25% of the various
nonactivist groups used that high level of,thinking.

Haan

et al. (1968) also found significant correlations between;

(a) stages of moral development, and (b) the ideology,
social behavior, and level of activism and protest of var~
ious social movements and role groups.

In short, the research findings of Haan et al.,

attempted to bring Kohlberg's typology of moral reasoning
into relationship with contemporary features of the 1960's
"radical" person.

Her behavioral criteria of activism was

civil disobedience, a "reasoned" tactic by the Berkeley

Free Speech Movement (F.S.M.), and has direct bearing on
the criteria of moral reasoning, since the students

expressed commitment to the value of life over that of

property.

As a matter of historical fact, the establish

ment of the "People's Park,", on unused university property,

and the subsequent "law-and-order" reaction by the police
by violently harassing and arresting those involved, high
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lights the moral issue of life versus property, and the
research indicates that the position taken and articulated

by the "People's Park" defenders attracted many previously
uncommitted students and residents of that area.

Of those who fit the activist behavioral criteria of

being arrested for their civil disobedience, 60% gave

principled (stage 5 and 6) reasoning regarding their value
judgment that it was "right" to break the law in this
particular situation.

But, only 15% of the average sample

of u.C. Berkeley students could express principled thinking
as a logic for overtly breaking the law, even if it was
asked as a "hypothetical" question, which presumably would
allow them the freedom and safety to make statements con

cerning the "right" to break the law and defy social stand
ards without actually facing the behavioral consequences

involved.

Congruently, those at the more modal conven

tional stages 3 and 4 did not actively participate in the
F.S.M. issue on either the side of the traditional property

rights and academic authority of the University establish
ment, nor did they actively oppose the pro-free speech move
ment students, although they were attitudinally opposed to

the attitudes of the "New Left" student activists.

Fishkin,

Keniston, and MacKinnon (1973) reported a replication of
this and other general findings in a study of activism

(campus protest and the "seizing" of the bureaucratic
offices of the colleges' administrative departments).
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The research of Somers (1965), Heist (1965), Watts

and Whittaker (1966), and Katz (1968) found correlations
between members of the Civil Rights and Peace social move

ments and a disposition to take action in the name of their
beliefs.

Even though "activism" may be undertaken for nonmoral

reasons/ the research seems to indicate that the activism
of several recent social movements bears a significant

relationship with high or ethically adequate levels of
moral reasoning.

Nevertheless, the criterion of activism, at a behav

ioral level, undergoes differential specificity according
to each type of social movement. This is due, in part,
to the conflicting issues involved, which at a common-sense

level, are subject to both personality (individual) and
situational (social) variables.

Since this study will

employ the feminist members of the women's liberation move
ment, and since it appears that out of necessity and through
an understanding of the social predicament in which they
find themselves, the feminist form of social activism can

not, and probably should not, be restricted to the previous
criteria of civil disobedience, such as arrest records and
the seizure of institutions.

With this viewpoint in mind, this study will tap

the relationship of feminism to moral development and
activism and will exercise a criterion test of activism

20

'tha.'t is inors suitsd to the issues and goals of the feminist
social movement.

For example, to this investigator, the

ideology of the feminist movement deals with issues that
are far more than purely "political" or "academic"; it is
these and cultural, sexual, biological, social, and econ

omic.

Therefore, the measurement used to assess the degree

of expressed behavioral intent to*activism will reflect
these multidimensional issues.

Not only did Haan et al. (1968) and Fishkin et al.

(1973) find a significant relationship between activism and

principled morality, both studies also found a significant
relationship among levels of moral development and political

ideology. Fishkin et al. (1973) reported a correlation of
+,64, significant at the .001 level, with a one-way analysis
of variance, indicating a significant F (1, 72) = 8.96,

<

,001, between radical versus conservative ideology scores
and levels of moral development. This remarkably replicates
the research of Haan et al. (1968) and Haan and Block

(1969), which also published Scheffe tests between groups

with significant F ratios, showing the stage 6 principled
moral individuals correlating to a radical ideology

< .01), while the stage 4 "law and order" moral indiv
iduals correlated with a conservative ideology (£ < .01).

Stages 3 and 5 correlated at the £ < .05 level with con
servative and radical or "liberal" ideology, respectively.
Note that the latter findings of Fishkin et al. (1973)
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showed a higher level of significance (i.e., .001) as com

pared to the earlier Haan studies of the late 1960's. This
may indicate that in the period of five years that separated
the studies, both the radical and conservative segments of

our society have more clearly and convincingly communicated
their ideology to their own "kind" and may have attracted

many uncommitted "fence-sitters." These ideological-moral
relationships were also reported by Hampden-Turner and
Whitten in Psychology Today (1970).

Just as I contended that behavioral criterias of

activism are subject to the historical and issue specificity
of the social movement in question, it also logically fol

lows that the conceptual basis related to ideological scales

are subject to revision in regards to the type of ideology
the scale hopes to tap.

A review of the research has

clearly established that there is a significant correlation
between levels of moral reasoning and radical as opposed to

conservative political ideology.

But, again, the feminist

social movement seems to have evolved an ideology (i.e., a

philosophy, a methodology, and a set of developed goals)
that subsumes the political into an ideology of broader

social implications, both on the level of the macro-social
context (e.g., the law, the government, and the economy),
and the micro-social context (e.g., one's role in rela

tionship to oneself and to others, individual social
preferences, and one's desires at the day-to-day common
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level of daily life)«

Again, since I wish to bring the current feminist
social movement up to date with previous indices of the

psychological correlates of social action^ I must locate
an ideological scale that concerns women's ideology and
then test out the relationship between levels of moral

development and conservative versus radical or liberal

ideologies. In effect, I am claiming that the traditional
ideology scales, which generally test the individual s,

political ideology, is conceptually male biased due to the
fact that women have far less political power and control
over or in the realm of politics and because just about

all of the political choices open to the individual have

been fundamentally established by men, whether conservative
or liberal or radical (Firestone, 1970),

With this con

ceptualization in mind, I intend to test the relationship
between moral judgment and conservative (traditional) versus
radical (feminist) ideology by utilizing an

attitudinal

scale that is, for awhile, currently up to date in terms

of the declarative statements that are to be responded to

and which place the individual along an ideological con

tinuum. By doing this, I can now attempt to replicate the
findings of Haan et al. (1968), and others with respect
to the relationships between levels of moral development
and dimensions of ideology and activism, while taking

account of the "Zeitgeist" and most importantly the
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experiences and perspectives of the female members of our
society.

v

Charles Hampden-Turner (1970), by integrating over
200 empirical research studies has developed a research

profile of the "Radical Man—A Model of Psycho-Social
Development."

The "Radical Man" is an existential indiv

idual who can stare injustice in the eye* without letting

the absurdity interfere with her/his attempt to bridge the
distance to others* in order to achieve synergistical coop

erative relationships that can expand one's consciousness *
which in turn will allow the individual to repeat the proc

ess for more and more progressively integrated synergistic
human relationships.

In fact* after investigating the various personality
correlates that fit his conception of the "Radical Man"

and the process of progressive psycho-social development*
he concludes that principled moral reasoning is the best

predictor of those empirically found personality correlates
of healthy psycho-social development.

Hampden-Turner states

that "the highest stage of Kohlberg's Moral Judgment Scale
comes the closest of any instrument to measuring my concept

of radical perception" (1970* p. 39).

At the time that Hampden-Turner wrote his book* during
the mid to the "radicalized" late 1960s * he found that the
student activists in the New Left social movement were

characterized by the following "basic" personality traits

that empirically met Charles Hampden-Turner's criteria for
the "Radical Man" (in comparison to nqnactivist students):

(a) more independence from traditional institutions, (b)
rejection of reliance on material rewards, (c) more flex—
ibility, (d) trust in their capacity for their feelings to

point towards intelligible truths, (e) more volatile and
more imaginative, (f) more socially concerned, humanistic,
£ind complex, (g) grew up in more mother-centered, com

passionate, and permissive homes, (h) more noninstrumental
education, such as the social sciences and the humanities,

(i) more open to rejection, (j) more committed to ethical

principles, (k) more self—analytical, (1) allows for rela
tive lack of structure and "free disorder", (m) stronger

willingness to redefine one's identity, (n) more aroused by
cruelty, (o) more intimate relationships with lower evalua
tions of the necessity for self-control, (p) more inclined

to experiment with differing lifestyles, (q) much continu

ity within their lives, far from making self-conscious
decisions to become "radicals," they simply went on to

consummate the principles of their upbringing and later

"woke up" to find themselves labeled as radicals (HampdenTurner, 1970, p. 349-358).

Congruently, the work of Worell and Wore11 (1971)

found very similar profiles in the feminist "supporters"
of women's liberation, the targets of their investigation.

They found that these women were characterized by some basic

personality traits that were in contrast to the female
"nonsupporter" of women's liberation, such as:

(a) highly

independent, (b) free from external control, (c) less auth
oritarian, (d) less self-protective and cautious, (e) will
ingness to respond to attack, (f) more belief in internal
control of reinforcements, stronger belief and active sup

port for social change, (g) less father-centered oppressive
homes, (h) needs less reassurance, (i) less resistance to

change combined with a strong sense of autonomy, (j) respon
sive to logical arguments, (k) more self-sufficient and
reliant, (1) less need for order, (m) more exploratory,
(n) low on harm avoidance, (o) enthusiastic to report

self-discoveries, (p) far more curious, (q) much continuity
in their development, led remarkably average "American"
lives but went on to develop a mature sense of independence,
self-sufficiency, and internal control (Worell & Wore11,
1971, p. 4-5).

Since the personality variables of the feminist sup
porters of women's liberation closely match Hampden
Turner's research profile of personality correlates, and

since he claims that the highest levels of Kohlberg*s

Moral Judgment Scale is the best predictor of his model

of psycho-social development, it seems to follow that this
similarity gives support to my contention that feminist
activists in the women's liberation social movement will

also show high levels of moral development and are, in
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fact, "Radical Women—Models of Psycho-Social Development."
Women's Liberation and Moral Development

I have chosen to study the moral development of indiv

iduals engaged in feminist activity in the women's libera
tion social movement because my experiences with feminism

and the research profiles and the ideology or intent of
their literature leads me to believe that feminists are

seeking to revise society's core values in a develop
mentally, progressive direction.

It can be conceptualized that the literature, contain
ing the ideology of the feminist social movement, represents

an attempt at cognitive and moral education.

As the find

ings of Rest (1969) has demonstrated, individuals prefer
and naturally develop upwards to the next higher stage, if
they are exposed to it.

This is also congruent with Pia

get's supposition (1932) that natural peer interaction and

attempts at conflict resolution will create activities that
will come to represent processes of cognitive and moral
development.

The literature, and now the group dynamics created by
various branches of the feminist movement, shows clear

signs of recognizing the need to stimulate or "highlight"
the sexist conflicts at large in contemporary society and

provide exposure to answers or solutions that are more
socially and morally adequate.

The term, "consciousness
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■ raising"'may ^be ' taken .as a-'raetaphbr'^;thatv^
an intuitive : understanding for' -the ;need to cognitively

. Right at'this.moment* roany• woi«en/;'are^ q'uestiortin^^^^^

'^

and .adting, on , the sooial conflicts:-that\:haye; deveroped-,

through a", historical:■■progression - in ■:. the ,relationship;;between:
the sexes' ahd'the ■social^.environment.:, .Many "tore'i'values; ■

■ ■ are 'being ■ debated', , A new'^' 'Or'- ,at' least progressive^j;^ ^
■ ■ is being called• .for (Burris'.in Koedt# '■ 1973) .■ .: - poes the -

■ ■^

wGraen ' s -liberation -movement .represent movement towards- ' a ^ .

.■ higher■ 'level'^'of-;. moral development, or i's, it^ just ■.a.'power . ..

"push", by 'certain .disaffected, political sectors that.devel-;
. -dpme.htally 'represent .the- , "status -.q'uo.". :in a new. -fp
. ' ■ ' ■ ■ 'The literature' and action ■-that ■ has been' taken by -this . . ,

.:movement, ■ to my- understanding/ claims to represent.- ■values .
. that are- based either on changing our "social'contract". - ■ • ■- '

with the norms- and expectancies of -the. social order and/pr ;

■ represents a cluster' of- core values that posit -that women 
- and' men should live unde'r the; guiding- prinGip.les ■©£ choice; .
: and ' individual/ethical ■ decisions .- according to principles

■:

;of-egalitarian "justice" (Bern & Beni .in . Garskof, ;1971) •
■ : call: for' self-determination within ..a .universal Y-aiuihg'- . ^ ^
. '.structure, . 'The^ following quote.s are - .representati.ye r
. -- ;.^ ' -,W

'

to. our sisters.,. . ,■ ,to arise from

. the lethargy of. ages? -to assert their rights
. as ■independent human beings.; to demhnd their ,;;
'■ . - '. ■.true-..position . as equally ■responsible,
.
; take."'it 'np.t-.'as the. ■gracious, boon tendered -by.: . ;. ':

,
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the chivalry of superiors, but as your "right,"
on every principle of justice and equality.
(Jones in Tanner, 1970, p. 54),

Although we are, as women, united on the
basis of our common feelings and experi
ences, we are also individuals with varied
ideas, preferences and goals. These dif
ferences are not antagonistic but are an
indication of the richness and variety of our
ideas and contributions. . . .Total agreement

is not our goal but self realization, a self
initiative, mutual respect and a large variety
of alternatives and choices are essentially

what we hope to achieve (Westchester Radical
Feminists in Koedt, 1973, p. 385).
I don't know what immutable differences exist

between men and women apart from differences
in their genitals. . . .But it is clear that
until social expectations for both men and
women are equal, until we provide equal
respect for both men and women, our answers
to this question will simply reflect our
prejudices (Weisstein in Garskof, 1971,
p. 81).

We are developing necessary skills. . .
the ability to work collectively and polit
ically, rather than privately and person
ally, and the ability to teach our ideas to
many other women in such a way that they
can become teachers as well.
From these
- new relations and skills will be built the

values of the new society. Right now they
are tools of struggle. Though we may work
in isolated and difficult situations, we

can know our larger strategy and goals, and
know that we are a part of a worldwide

struggle for human liberation (Dunbar in
Morgan, 1970, p. 492.
The feminist movement has the essential

mission of creating cultural acceptance of
the new ecological balance necessary for the
survival of the human race in the twentieth

century (Firestone, 1970, p. 202).
Since the ideology of this social movement seems to

"fit" the postconventional moral stages 5 and 6, as out

lined by Kohlberg's Moral Judgment Scale, I propose to test

the hypothesis that the "activist" women in the women's
liberation movement will be overrepresented by postconven
tional individuals.

There is also another way of viewing the feminist
movement that has led me to believe that it may be over

represented by the postconventional morally "principled"
individual.

In this instance, I am "listening" to the

theories of Piaget and Kohlberg and transposing them onto

the possible situation of the feminist person.
as such:

It follows

Moral development is contingent upon the environ

ment and the experience which follows.

If rich in social

conflict within a nurturant, stimulating environment with

exposure to higher moral reasoning, higher development

may evolve.

For the interactionalist, experience is essen

tial to stage progression and more or richer stimulation
leads to faster advances through the series of stages.

Cognitive—developmental theory holds that one must analyze
the relation of the structure of an individual's specific

experience to behavior structures.

This analysis focuses

upon the discrepancies between the individual's action
system or "expectations" and the events later experienced.
The hypothesis is that some moderate or optimal degree
of conflict or discrepency constitutes the most effective

experience for structural change (Kohlberg & Mayer, 1972).
I think one could reasonable explain how this process
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may be responsible for certain women to attain rather high
levels of cognitive and moral development.

A woman in

our educated, technological, upwardly mobile, and affluent

society may have both enough social conflict with rapidly

changing roles and expectations, while at the same time,
she is in a relationship with a rich stimulating social
order that can stimulate her developmental growth upwards.

The "rising expectations" brought about through the Civil

Rights and Peace movements (Turner & Killian, 1972) may be
viewed as a source of stimulation and experience in "taking
the role of the other" for liberation purposes (Morgan,
1970).

In extremely simplistic terms, coming up from child
hood (stages 0-1), the future-to-be feminist may move from
the naive egalitarianism and egoistic world of adolescence
with its conflicts of "identity" (stage 2)—to the good

girl "Ex-Prom Queen" or bad-sexual "object" role stereotype

(stage 3)—to the world of authority to the social order of
dominance-submission, represented by the institution of

marriage and its current "nuclear" privatized family life:
"The Feminine Mystique" (stage 4)—to the renewing or
transformation of the social contract, representative of
the "liberated" career woman as "Ms." (stage 5)—to the

master of all stages, represented by the activities and
decisions made by the "historical" social activist (stage
6).

Not so much a sequence of age or maturation, as I

have portrayed, although it is to a large degree, but

following a sequence of age-specific social relation
ships and the conflicts that ensue (Worell & Worell,
(1971).

In the above simplistic account of possible age-

related stages of a contemporary woman's life experi
ence, it can be noted that there is usually a discrepency

between her expectations and her later experiences; this
can coalesce into a pattern of "optimal conflicts" which

Piaget declares is so necessary for developmental growth.
Within the future-to-be feminist individual, the con

flict between the developmental and regressive themes in

American or Western culture is being fought out in a micro-

Since role-taking is the primary process for develop

ment, it can be hypothesized that many women who achieved
the modal conventional stage 4 orientation ran into
conflicts with the "law-and-order" determinist social

order, which has traditionally been male dominated.

If

the woman takes the role of the male, she may perceive
the "vested-interest" of masculine bias; if she takes the

role of other women, she may perceive many overt and

"unconscious" inequities.
conflict.

Either way she may experience

Between the "rising expectations" of society,

the various liberation movements that have arisen in her

lifetime, and the inherent stage 5 "Jeffersonian"

democratic ideals in the social milieu, this conflict

may give rise to developmental growth (Hampden-Turner,
1970,• Flacks, 1971).

Conversely and clearly, a look at the stage 3 and
4 orientations indicates that these are not the perspec

tives of the feminist ideology.

Stage 3 role stereotypes

and stage 4 submission to the social order have been the
main targets of criticism and actions both legal and
social have been undertaken to revise those "circumscribed"

styles of life.

A stage qualification in moral development.

A recent

and interesting addition to Kohlberg*s stage findings has
been the reanalysis of previously scored adult stage 2
instrumental relativists (Kohlberg & Turiel, 1973).

By

follow-up testing, which included a more extensive degree
of "probing" the limits of these subject's cognitive
structures, it was found that many of these previously

"typed" stage 2 adults were actually in a "transitional"
period in their developmental growth.

This style of ,

thinking appears to be a stage 2 orientation to subjectiverelativism, but is actually a philosophical-relativistic

■ gri!^htation>!':-no^;

stage

Kohlberg and Turiel theorize that the individual

goes through an "identity crises" as she/he develops
beyond the "guideposts" and ontological validity provided
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by the conventional social order.

They compare this transi

tional stage to Erikson's (1964) concepts of moratorium,
identity crises, and eventual renewed commitment.

In

effect, the stage 4^5 individual * s cognitive structure

is in a period of disorganization heading for reorganiza
tion,

The person has perceived the inadequacy of stage

4 notions, in certain sociocultural issues, but has not

yet had enough time or healthy exposure to stage 5 orien
tations to reorganize and structurally stabilize at
that higher level (Kohlberg & Turiel, 1973).
Due to the limitations of the social environment,

such as continued male "oppression" and bias in the

media, it is possible that certain role-taking conflicts

go beyond the "optimal'' level for some women in the mover*
ment or who support the feminist movement.

Experiences

of "role-conflicts" combined with exposure to labels

of "deviance" and even psychological pathology may "feed"
the transitional "identity crises" and retard or slow
down one's ability to make the structural "leap" from

the conventional to the postconventional "principled"
morality.

It therefore seems likely to expect that in any

group that appeals to or seems to operate at stage 5 and
6 conceptualizations, there will be a segment of that

population that has been attracted to join because of
preference (Rest, 1969) to those higher stages but have
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not yet fully developed and stabilized at those levels.
Accordingly, I will also hypothesize that the members of
Women's Liberation groups will also be overrepresented

by the "transitional" stage 4h individual.
Although stage

is not a "pure" stage and, as

such, has not been included in Table 1, which describes
the definitional "hierarchy" of stages, it is defined
in the following manner for scoring purposes;

Stage 4^:

Ethical relativism and egoism which

rejects but is aware of stage 4 morality or society's
point of view.

At first sight these subjects seem to

be mixtures of stages 2, 4, and 5.

Their egoism or

relativism, however, is abstract and philosophical, not
subjectivism, not concrete stage 2 instruraentalisra.

Social duty is understood but questioned from the point
of view of the individual making a personal decision,

who can step outside society's viewpoint (Kohlberg &
Turiel, 1973).

So, in short, I am hypothesizing that the ideology
of the Women's Liberation Movement rejects stage 3 and

4 life "styles," attracts stage 4h individuals with

higher, more ethically adequate, stage 5 and 6 "answers"
to our current society's "sexist" dilemmas and, as such,

we may hypothesize that the individual members of this
social movement will reflect this ideological-moral
relationship.
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Feminist Activism and Internal-External Control

Conceptually it has been held (Kohlberg, 1963a) that

morally postconventional individuals "ground" their
reasoning upon internal (logical and rational) ethical
"principles" of choice, while the conventional indiv
idual utilizes external guidelines of proper roles or
lawful behaviors, modeled by the historically and

culturally specific values of the society.

Congruent with this supposition and congruent with
the intent of this investigation to bring the current

feminist social activist up to date with some previous
research dimensions of social activism, the Rotter

Internal-External Scale (1962), which has been employed

in reports regarding the locus of control of "CivilRights" activists (Gore & Rotter, 1963; Strickland, 1965),
becomes of interest to this study.

Basically, the internal versus external locus of
control scale measures the degree to which a person

attributes those events which happen to oneself as being
a function of one's control and understanding (internal)
or of luck, chance, or fate (external).

Both intuitively and logically it follows that

people join activist groups or social movements because

they believe it can bring about some change in the social
environment; it also follows that these individuals must

feel that they have a degree of control over the situations
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Gore and Rotter (1963) found a significant rela

tionship between civil-rights social-political activism
and an internal locus of control.

This finding was also

replicated by Strickland (1965).

As mentioned previously, Worell and Worell (1971)

reported that women supporters of women's liberation
were characterized by an internal locus of control.

This was supported by the study of Ryckman et al. (1972),
which also found a correlation between internal women
and women's liberation activities.

However, Sanger

and Alker (1972) hypothesized and later found that
fate control is not a unitary personality dimension for
women and that there are several dimensions in which

feminists scored internal and external, respectively,

on "personal control" and "protestant ethic ideology."
Although this investigation will not concern itself
with dimensional predictors of one * s locus of control,
it will inquire into the relationship between moral

development, feminism, and internal versus external
control of reinforcements.

(Femi^nite'<ahdV:-^Qhe-*:S'-Attitude :Tbwards :-the^'^

of vWomen:;;

Finally, at a common-sense level, one could hypoth
esize that people join or do not join certain groups
or social movements because of their differential attitudes.
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As proposed previously (p. 22), various research projects
have differentiated activists from nonactivists accord

ing to political ideology (Keniston, 1962), but for
this study's subject population social ideology seems
to be a more direct and less biased approach,

Spence

and Helmreich (1972) sought to remedy this state of

affairs by devising a scale that measures one s atti
tudes towards women in contemporary society, in regards

to role expectations and behaviors, along a continuum

ranging from conservative (traditional) to radical
(nontraditional). Therefore, this investigation will

apply this attitudinal scale as a measure that can test
the relationship between one•s ideology of women and
moral development and feminist activism.

Hypotheses

Major Hypotheses

1, Individuals active in the Feminist social

movement (Experimental Group 1) are at a higher level
of moral development than a sample of college women

(Control Group 2), who, in turn, are higher in moral

development than the antifeminist sample (Experimental
Group 3). More specifically, women in Feminist organ
izations will have more transitional (Stage 4^) and
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postconventional (Stage 5 and 6) scores on the Moral

Judgment Scale than the nonparticipants in the Feminist
movement.

2.

Nontraditional (profeminist) attitudes tpwatd

the role of women is positively correlated with Kohl

3.

An internal locus of control is positively

correlated with Kohlberg's stages.

4.

Expression of intent to activism is positively

correlated with Kohlberg's stages,

Minor Hypothesis

5.

Individuals active in the Feminist social

movement (mesnbership in Experimental Group 1) have

e more internal locus of control than a sample of
college women (membership of Control Group 2), who,
in turn, are more internal than the antifeminist

sample (membership in Experimental Group 3.
6.

Individuals active in the Feminist social

movement (membership in Experimental Group 1) have a
more nontraditional (or profeminist) attitude toward
the role of women than a sample of college women (mem

bership in Control Group 2), who, in turn, have more
nontraditional attitudes towards the role of women
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than the antifeminist sample (membership in Experimental

METHOD

.'.Subjects'
• •
and Procedures

, The Experijnental Group Cl)? or Woirien's Liberaripn::-G

sainpie is comprised oT 44 woitie!i- who are- active in feroinist , ,
orgahizatioaad ■ work•: Thesp ■. sub jects ■ represent- . a - S/artiple :
of: feminists - from, .ten women ■ -§ liberat.ipn -groups., contacted.^ . .

■ byMetters sent,.~to the. title" and addresses of .various.;' .
women''s. -.organizations -lis-fed in "The New^ Women.' s. ■:Suryi.val'

C.atalog-""" . (1973)

■

' The letter;'"reque.s.ting . .volunteers' ^ specif-.-; - ,

. ically'' as.ked.;^'for . -vol.unteers. who could be^ considered..,the. . ■

;

"activist" or "organizational" members of the contacted
■ group'.^1-Mate.rial.s -and a self-addressed.,- stamped; return.^:

p;:

. - 'hnyelope we.re'....s-ubse.quently sent to .responding.,- .wi'^.li.ng.." . - .-;
persons and returned by them through the mail.

ApproK

imately 60% of the volunteers followed through and ccm'"
; pleted . all'.of ;the: instruments. .

■ • -.1^

:V ' - The groups .contacted and the .individuals who .responded
i-;re.present-'.women-.from' various sections'..of the, country,;w]io;;are'
engaged in a variety of feminist activity, thereby, hopeT

fully,

wide- profile,of individuals.in. .-.the

- 'Femihist■ soci'al.;movement. . Table. 2 lists the gro.ups con

:.-:,.tacted and tested, and the-type of feminist' -"work" that .thpyy:
'.. are. engaged ■:in. ' '

.

-■
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Table 2

Contact Group ';■ ; Subjects' - ' , - ■ ■

.Type, of. Feminist Wq-rk

Legal work through education,

w^e^aVl'v;

legislation and litigation.

Women's. -Equity

Publishes newletter.

:V : Action^Xeague

:Wasington>^.p-.G,®

,

KNOW,, 'INC..

Feminist Publishing Collective.
Publishing and distributing of

Pittsburgh, , -;Pa>" -

feminist literature.

^ - ■ ^ 4;. ■ ■ ■

■ Women's Law . '

Women's Center at Syracuse

. College .of.'Law

■ Caucus;

"

Syracuse r N. Y.,. ■ ■■.

; Oswego,-'Women'-s;. ■",
■v Center ' .^V
pswegoN:»'Y

Community Service Center.
Hotline "female" counseling.

-

:..Legal~Aid. . Free School.

,

C. R. Groups.

Library and temporary shelter
to women in crisis.

■;n.:0;,w.v;;,

-'..r ■ -

8 :

Legal work-support E.R.A.

-.'National, Organisa-^

.-■ .Education and Child.. ;Care.;

tion' 'fo.r': Women ■' ■
New -.York City Chap.

Centers, .

■„ :River.side. -S,an,;Ber^
- -nardino Ghapter-..

Chicago- Women' s ;■„

Largest Feminist prganization.

.

Research projects.'

C. ,R. . Groups ■ and . Wews.lett.er.

■ . Explicitly Radical,■-■ : Legal

.

■ , Clinic, "■ Rape ' Pro jec.t.,

. "; .Liberation."Union.
;.GhicagQ, ■ ..Illinois

Graphics ■Collective:, '; "
Speakers ■ Bureau ? '; .Schqp;l.

. " Newspaper-.
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Table 2, Continued
Contact Group

Subjects

Action Bulletin for Women * s
Rights.

The Woman Activist
Falls Church,

Nonpartisan political con
sulting firm. Research

Virginia
%■: .-V' -yC'V

Type of Feminist Work

polls, and surveys.

^

Workshops in issue and coali
tion development.

One of the oldest continuing

Women—A Journal

publications of the Women's

of Liberation

Movement.

Baltimore, Mary
land

New York Radical
Feminists

New York, N.Y.

1

One of the first groups to

organize and spread the use
of C.R. Groups.

Women's Clinic and Rape

Counseling.
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The Control Group (2) is comprised of 17 women students

enrolled in two sections of a "Child Development" psychology
course at California State College, San Bernardino.

The set

of questionnaires were distributed under the cover story

that the study involved "attitudes concerning the role of
women and the process of conflict resolution.'

The surveys

v^ere given to both male and female students in order to

minimize any bias or demand characteristics; but only the
female subjects' responses were included in this study.
The Experimental Group (3), or "Anti-Feminist" group

sample, consists of 25 women who were enrolled in a pro

gram called "Fascinating Womanhood" at Loma Linda Univer
sity. This program is one of the activities of the

Fascinating Womanhood Movement, founded by Helen B. Andelin.
These subjects were approached by this investigator's wife
at one of their weekly sessions and asked to volunteer for

a research project that involved the study of women's

groups in regard to their concepts of attitudes and moral
ity. The women who volunteered were given the inventory
of questionnaires and a self-addressed, stamped return

envelope. Approximately 50% of the volunteers responded
and mailed back the packet.

This "Fascinating Womanhood" progreim is based primarily
on a book entitled, "Fascinating Womanhood."

The book is

reported to have sold over 400,000 copies, and 300,000
have taken the course throughout the country (TIME,

philosophy- of "Fascinating Womanhood",'is ; ■ ■

;March:r'

basically a . conservative - Christian;■doctrine on ■ the neqes'- '

■ sity 'for .wives.^to ' submit to' .their husbands^ regardless of - ^ ^
who: :1s "'logical.ly".:right or ■ wrong

' ' One. becomes ■ : a ' fasqi.nat- : ■

ing . woman by. acguiring, and refi.ning..a.l.l;..o.f;.':the traditional.;
roles of a .wif©- ■ .and.- ■mother

The philosophy is .admittedly..; ■ :.■

a' "doubles-standard" as this .quote from .Helen Andel.inls' book;
. demonstrates r

i,. ;,. ,. ;



. .The-: first 'thing to learn, .i's that MEN ARE DIE-;.;:; -.
. so different in -nature'and,

.' temperament that it is.-almost' as though they ^
came frd^

.

Men do not think

like ' wom,en.- do^ approach" a. problem :in the same.,v . -V ■

they have the same needs or the >

.-same sense of. values . as we' do. ' .Even those

■ne.eds which may be sim.ilar in' a ma'n^and a;
. v'

: ^woman .differ, widely in essential -vai.ue.
■ ^.(Andelin^ 1.96'5, p. 36) . '

'1A;reading, of this' hook's philosophy- and the content :0,f ■ 

. the "F.ascinating. Womanhopd" program seems ..to this.. Investi-. ■ . :

- ■.gator to- be prin'cip'ally opposed- to the core tenets -of fem- . . .
inism.-.v -■ In,..f.actf .'He.len. Andelin' .and-her associates state .

v-.this .o.utr.ight. in magazine articles' (TIME, March.,- .i9.7;5.--,; p, 71)
-and.-on/television interyiews,' -such as the "Tomprrow: ;E.how"
'on.

B.,.C..

'

■

, .

■

" . ^ Measures ■ ' ■ -

. ■

-■ • '■-' -■■

■ . .' .. - . ■'. The- .Kohlber ..-Moral, Judgment Scale-:was administered as

. -...a .pencil-and-paper. test, .involving- two 'stories .-with their
subsequent ."probing"' questions.-

.

(See Appendix A.)

The.

' .'s'.tories pose ' classical moral dilemmas and are; followed .by- -.

■ ■:
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:guesfeions-^whicli-elicit.,,-the.

;:fliqtf-and'nvore >:d)nftp<;>tt

tot^ tlie..:s.pbj^qtt!s.ivsiap^

tng-'-ts^sons ♦t:/^thetiirst:.--story, cdnGerns.;:

a•■:: 4?r''^g. to ;.,. sa^:-:his:;-dying•:wi£e. ^ > 'wi.tt "foliQw^up^ gpestipppv
-4e^i:gn@d:^toj':pr^

■the^;a.ubjeQt!,s;:.td:aspnipg;;cpnqetEitg;;:the

rightness or wrongness of the husband*s action, the

responsibility of the druggist, one* s obligations to rela
tives and nonrelatives, and the appropriate punishment

for the theft.

This story, called "Heinz* s Dilemma/' is

the most widely used by investigators using Kohlberg * s

:^ta^onoit^^^\as:. ..it■■tepretent the^-plassical ■ conflictv.he"twefh,;.:t
■the :r.ight.-; to., prpperty and ' the/vright■,to ^ 'life v. --Samp.ie;. answet^^
;thatv.are;--pivep:;:by::"'.sub jeptp and' arpthsed: to acpre:, cap:

:

found in Kohlberg (1964, p, 401).

:pPsed ■to.' rny-^auhjects cpnperhs:^h:::
woman who desires to go to college, even though she has

a family to raise.

This story was developed by this inves

' tipatbr.:/ape.ci..ficai.ly;V

this'.. study,,.aS: . .tt deaia;.:With.^the/

resolution of a contemporary "female" dilemma.

Here I

am probing my subject's reasoning concerning what is a

"proper" resolution of a real-to-life role conflict.

This

"feminist dilemma" centers on the historical conflict

■ het^eenvth®"■:Xples.'''pf:'v th®.. - 'ae'Xes' and the;, social.:unitiv;piv-;:;hh®
family.

:-;i' -v";'?"Thisy;m^

interview was ;scored-"by:. twpv;;v

judges in order to ascertain reliability.

Judge number 1,
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the author of this study, was trained by Kohlberg in a four-

day workshop at Harvard University in June of 1974.

Judge

.;riui^er-^2-used;;:^--'deta^
Kohlberg and an additional scoring manual developed by

•Ni'Vp^rt^rr'a

th^.:Morhi -/EdhPatiop':;Fqu

tion at Harvard University.

All stories were scored inde

pendently by the two judges, and Judge number 2 was blind
;ae^^'t^b^vtlJe:y;saInples^-■■:■meM?e^^shi^

Each judge scored the written protocol with a "global"
score.

Subjects were assigned to a "type" according to a

rule which requires that the subject must demonstrate at

least two "pure" answers at one's highest stage to be

assigned at that highest stage and that one's other stage
answers must display hierarchical stage congruence.

Reliability was based on the percentage of agreement
between the two judges in their individual "global" scores.

The agreement between the two judges was 85% and 90% of the

disagreements involved being just one stage off.

After the

independent scoring and reliability was established, the

two judges reached a consensus as to how to assign a final
score to their disagreements.

It was decided to go in the

direction of the more "naive" or "blind" judge, number 2.

Although published data on reliability is scarce, our find

ings ,pf;:&5:%''id''-very/clbse;tO;-^
studies of the type (Haan, Smith, & Block, 1968, Keasy,
1972).

■

The^-Kohlb.erg/instrument:"is' wsually :^dmini.stered.;,^as. '.an':.

interview ' with;extensive probing' questions'that canv uncover- : .

and.-;:help. differentiate ; "sioganeering". content from- one'-,'s ■;
^:true '; "structural" - capacity. //-This .-paperTand-pericilversion7 ;

may, 'have caused :Some' subjects to abbreviate .their responses
'and' rely on "cliche answers. -IChis' .m

proportion of -".transitiQnai"' ''stage, 4,5§. types

led ,tP,7an' inf lated-^^^

who' often.fall ■

back'-on ■ 'philosophical truisB^s, since they haven Vt . /formed
internal ^ principles.
■

■/ '7- ;

' :■ ■

■

Three o.ther- 'measurement indice.s\''are p-resented-'.'in-this

study,,., ;'';-The; inventory used, to measure the _ sub ject'a, .atti™'-.- : •/
tude towards nontraditional roles for women is The Atti"*

tudes Toward .Women'Scale:' ■ ■' An ,Objective Instrument '.tO' ' ," . , -.7 . /
Measure Attitudes toward the Rights and Roles of Women in

Contemporary Society» developed by Janet Spence and Robert
Helmreich. (19,72) .

iSee Appendix h.) ' This scale.,is a : . . .

7.

55-item guestionnaire with each item consisting of a declar
ative statement for which there are four response alterna

'tives-'t'' . :. Ag,r.ee'. ^S

Agree Mildly, '-Disagree Mildly r, ..and', .

Disagree, strongly

,E,ach item .is- given a scpre from '0.. - -to' '3> 7

wi'.th.' 0 representing .the'. raost ' conservative, "t.rad.it.i.on.a.l- atti-. ;

tud©', arid,,with a score-- 'of 3" representing the most liberal-, ,'

':profem'i-nist/attitude.

-The score for each item is summed,/ ,

thus giving the individual's total score, which may range

:/'from- 0' to 16'5,:.

Two items were added by this, author (see

Appendix A, items 56 and 57 of the Attitudes Toward Vifomen

.Sca'le) ,\which-. dealt directly with., one * s attitude, /.towards ,

'

'

s;;iLifeercsti,pn;;Maveinf

^

of a "double-standard" in one's attitudes toward women and
men.

An illustrative item is "A woman should not expect to

go to exactly the same places or to have quite the same
..:,freddPm-^df;::-;actio

■ ■s$:,:;:l::v:Anothet^>^ihsbrum

Ptesenty^tudr'^#;^':''^

Internal-External Scale, developed by J. B. Rotter, S.

Liverant, M. Seeman, and D. P. Crowne (1961).

Ar Social Reaction Inventory,)

(See Appendix

The I-E Scale is a 29-item

:- ':fQrced-ohoice^iacalev

;deqree:; to :which^:a:?persph

attributes the events that happen to oneself as being within

or beyond one's personal control.
"I more strongly believe that:

An illustrative item is

(a) In my case getting what

I want has little or nothing to do with luck, (b) many

times we might just as well decide what to do by flipping
a coin."

The fourth, and last instrument, employed in this

study is a Guttman-type questionnaire that measures the
subject's expressed intent to "activism" concerning women

in society.

This contemporary "Women's Activism Scale"

•^WaaStSeyeloped-iyby ■ t^

this' stpdyf:rbpt;rn

minlmiisse^contaminatioh d ' hiaS':# ■■;this:^spaif:;

disguised in the "Attitudes Toward Women Scale" as the
last five items, 58 through 62 (see Appendix A).

The 5-item
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■ scale is ordered along a■continuum of'difficulty or magni
tude of behavioral.- cororaitment,; . Here; it; is assursied. that' .

^

accepjtance 'of one ; iropli.es that .'the'person will acceptall." . .
of :lesser magnitude.

A coefficient of .reproducibility.y •

R--is" a technique; for validating whether a "scale" ;is/-in
fact;# " '"0-0^

"Guttman-Iike. " . The value of R-was

found to;; be,. .92, ■ which is' within the acceptable- boundary; ' ,

■.(Lindzey;\and; A^ohson/ 1954 'pv

.

'

results

' 'Concerning Hypotheses^ ' ;

. ,, , '

A chl- ,.square
'
.analysis, of the relationship between,'moral

.development and -women's group merabership is presented 'in „ '
■ Table . 3..' -The. results indicate a confirmation'of the/ hypoth- ,
esis-that women active in feminist'organizations afe"at

.

higher level-,of.moral development - than the non-participants ■;
in the feminist movement

(2) ■

45.61, £ <: .OOl.)-. '.T

, ,

tests'indicate that individuals aetive in the Feminist social

movement -(Experimental Group 1) are- at a. higher level .of. ■
moral development than the antifeminist sample (t (67) 

6 .4.8

£ <- .'001.) . -and -the control group sample . (t (59) - f? ■ 3.'13 ■,"

£ < .001) . The control group sample was also higher in
moral development than the antifeminist sample (t (40) =

-2,'348.;,

.05) . ' Table 4 adds support to these findings.

. ..

with a positive correlation between the more "ferainist"
groups and levels of moral ■development- (r = .585',- '£ <'..005)
i".' -The .hypothesis that'nontraditional . - -(profeminist)
■attitudes toward the role of women is.positively correlated

with Kphlberg's stages of moral development is confirmed

in-Table 4 '(r =, .569, £ < .005)., but-the hypothesis .that'an



■ internal' locus 'of control is,-positively correlated with

;Kohlberg-s stages .is', rejected, as indicated in-Table-. 4
■

'■■■ .:; ■

"■ ■ ■

■so" - - - . ;

:

'

Table 3

Chi Square—-Two-Way Classification
Test of Relationship Between
Moral Development & Women's Groups
Moral Development
Post-Conventional

Pre-Conventional
Women

Subject
Groups

Total

Stages 4^, 5, 6

&

Conventional
Stages 2, 3, 4

Feminist
8

36

Women

12

5

Fascin.

25

Women

College
17

25

Woman

;:''WGmen-;,v-:::

Total

41

45

= 9.80 + 10.75 + 1.08 + 1.19

*p < .001,

51

86

+ 10.86 + 11.92 = 45.61*

Table 4
Correlation Matrix

;;V%iriabiey;;i
Age®

1.
2. Attitudes
Toward

2

-.471***

4

3

.229*
-.347***

-.253*

.804***

5

-.404*** -.218*
.859***
.569***

Women

-.307*** -.339*** -.155

3, Internal

Locus of

Control^
.713***

4. Activism"
5. Group Mem

bership®

■|;^;55:2**;:f
.585***

6. Moral

Develop

ment^

^Sqores on the "Attitudes Toward Women Scale"
^Scores on Internal-External Scale

^Scores on "Activism" Scale

^Membership in Women's Group (higher - more "feminist")
Scores on "Moral Judgment Scale"

**£ < .01

***£ < .005
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(r = .155, n.s.).

Table 4 also shows a positive correlation

>'60.51
and Kohlberg's stages of moral development.

The hypothesis that feminists have a more internal
locus of control than nonfeminists or^ antifeminists is

rejected as the negative correlation (r - -.339, £ < .005)

negative correlation and subsequent t tests indicate that
feminists have a more external locus of control than the

control group of college women (t (59) = 2.30, £ < .05)
and more external than the antifeminist women (t (67) =

3.154, £ < .001). No significant difference was found
between the means of the control group and the antifeminist

group regarding locus of control (t (40) = .257, n.s.).
A correlation of .859, £ < .005, is listed in Table 4
and supports the hypothesis that feminists have more non
traditional attitudes toward the role of women than the

antifeminist women (t (67) =8.59, £ < .001) and the college
women sample (t (59) = 1.87, p < .05) who, in turn, have
more nontraditional attitudes toward women's role than the

antifeminist sample (t (40) = 8.10, £ < .001).
y:'y:';.:r--'-y/y'>:::::'-yi-\?;;'y jy:j:;:y^-'.^^"^yQther':\'Dd.ff

Inspection of Table 3 and Table 5 clearly shows that
none of the "antifeminists" have achieved principled moral

ity (stages 5 and 6); while 12% of the college women tested

' reached:'stageVS;with :,30|,.of ■the fepiinists j'at /that:
6.:..8;2,|,^,of- the fem,iniste scored .at;,.stage 6 dpd accountedtfor^tv"^^^^
iOO%.:;:Qf.:vthat: -^coxe:,/

:/: :■> ■

::

8 .presdnhtthe ■mehhS' df the:;attitudes

■

.toward '^the , rQle.;;^oft.womehi locus 'of' 'control:# apd:;;hGditthrot ;;^
scoresv ■ respectiveiy« which- go- '-in the' directions;

/

■.dictionexcept tor. the i-E . scaie t' whichishows,; that':-.-tasci
atingv wmen-'-^-are -roore' ■ internal..;: than teminists,:;;P In.',these:.;.;:,.'f -;:
-tables;.-it '.c.an b.e doted that;there- .is ..almost,no'overlap; ■ ":;'
;between the - 'groups and the obtaine.d, .scores * : ; L;

.t- . -'l. . :; i:::;;.;

, -;. : . ' '.';predictiQn8 from. Data.' CSroups '';;• : : y:.

1: .

'r-;;: -i

. . . -: :Two ' 3et.s,. .of -^.multiple .regression analy.si.s..; w,e.re;;..'::con-

;■ .;: 

ducted 'that' took' 'membe

in - groups .and morale'deyel.op.roeht 

as . the.:.depehdeht.. vari.ables

' The,;results, ' in. Table ' f

' .-.ind.i.cate' ; that.. . ■attit.udes:..:toward.-.-the role of women ;;;i.s-.-:. .the- . . ;■'
best ■predictor,-'of

various womenis. .gr^

- ;■. .■ : ;,

Tfinal-:r (5, .'d.0);. ». J5.,6f £ .< ^,.p:Ql);*.\;;;:MQral deyelopment is;;!:
shownlin- dhat-;;table to be: the- --,s-ec'ond best pre.dictor:;o;f
'membership (final. F:: (5..^ - .80)

--■;

56 ,. . g_ .<■ 'i 0.1) . ■. ■ - , '

■ .- - . -: ;: ; osin ;mGral' - development as the depende'nt;::;variabX.e '.in
:Table- TO- shows- that group membership accounts -for .'more -of -;

; thd -vafiarice .than ■ any other variable tested with 'a;':; f in

' ■ F'. (5..^.;;-80). = ':.4,:3',

.0:1. a:nd: with .''activism..'^ . .com.ing-.; . in '

'SeCond;iaS;'.best- -predicting moral development with a- final ;
F_ ;(5>- - : '80):-- ^. -..2.^5

»Od*

''l-.f-- .; : -:;E,ven:: t.hough. . ''Table 4' shows, .that' age., i's ;correla.ted.: ;- ' ,

:

'with ■ all of the - variables both'; sets;of multiple .regression ;,

■analysis- 'in .-.Tables' 9 and; 10, indicate, that age is the .weakest predictor of moral developinfemt and membership .in --.vario^^^
.women',? groups...

- ^' .y

y- ,yl-^ 1': - ' ■

.

tafcle 5

Percentage of Women at each Stage
of Moral Development
Within Groups
Women

Groups

feminist:;;

:Coliege

stage 2

stage 3

Stage 4%

stage 4

,.;:::.45.45v:v

6.82
23.50

.00

j;;0l7-.6O^- - ,'\

Stage 5

stage 6

Total Percent

29.55

6,82

100%

11.80

.00

100%

.00

.00

100%

Fascinating
Womanhood

Total
S's

.00

3.49%

64.0

36.0

31.40%

17.44%

26.74%

17.44%

3.49%

Between Groups

Group

Feminist

Stage 2

100

Stage 3

11.1

College

stage 4

Stage 4^

13.3

87

26.7

13

Stage 5

86.7

stage 6

100
0

Fascinating
Womanhood

p
100%

59.3

0

60.0

100%

100%

0
- 4"4

-

44-^-4".■;V ^v'' 4:4'444i.44_:4;;, 4-: 4.4;

100%
Cs

Attitude Toward Women * s Means

Moral Development

:i;:;X;roup;;v ;;^ Stage 2

Stage 3

Feminist
n=3

Call:ege;;:>i:'":;'

Fascinating

0

0

Womanhood

Mean =
N

142.7
3

n=3

128.13

Stage 4

Stage 4^

161.0

153.55
n=20

n=2

137.25

n=8

n=4

80.94
n=16

89.33
n=9

103.26

111.66
. 15

Stage 5

Stage 6

Mean

154,46

158.66
n=3

153.93
n=44

n=13

146.33
n=3

0

0

0

136.29
n=17

0

83.96
n=25

152.87

153.87

158.66

130.105
86

U1

Table 7

Locus of Control Means

Moral Development

Group

Feminist

11.33
n=3

^;;'|^tage)^3:-' •

Stage 4

10.66
n=3

5.0
n=2

College

0

14.0
n=8

13.75
n=4

Fascinating

0

14.94
n=16

13.44
n=9

14.19
27

12.40
^ 15

Womanhood

N

=

11.33
3

Stage 4%

11.20

12.0
n=3

Stage 5

Stage 6

11.31
n=13

n=3

Mean

n=44

18.50
n=2

0

14.12
n=17

0

0

14.40
n=25

11.30
23

12.80

12.30
3

12.605
86

CO

Table 8

Activism Scale Means

Moral Development

Group

stage 2

4.33

Feminist
n=3

College

;;-St'cigex3::?:;- Stage 4

0

n=3

Fascinating

0

Womanhood

Mean =

3
3

5
n=2

4.75
n=20

n=4

3.33
n=3

1.88
n=B

1.50
n=16

Stage Ah

1.77

0

Stage 5

4.23
n=13

Stage 6

4.66
n=3

2.41
n=17

0

1.60
n=25

n=9

1.93

2.20

4.56

27

15

23

4.133
15

4.45
n=44

0

n=2

0

Mean

4.66
3

3.22

86 .

tn
vo

■ eo'

: :/ > r TableJQ;

.Multiple' Regression-' -Analysis :■
■

Membership in Women--s Group
::R''

.■yariable\

.;.8592

Attitudes Toward■Women

4738:3' -

.Moral; pevelopHient ' ■ '

,8671.'

.751^

'lnterna.,1

i8686

.,75'4A;.

Actiyism

.8687

,...754.e

.Age.

, ,8687'

i754.6

•,2'.
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Table 10

■^ul.€ipl^;v;F,egress,iOb'^^iysi^;';;B^
Mb
R"

Variable

.3426

v!S^o\ip/::j|eiiU>ersbip::::"
Activism

.6160

.3795

Internal-External

,6195

.3838

,6206

.3851

.6208

.3854

>Attitndes.^Tcwatdl:,:W^

DISCUSSION

Empirical

The results reported in this study have been analyzed

in a fairly straightforward manner. Although a correia
tional study does not allow cause and effect interpreta
tions, the very high correlations (see Table 4) between
certain variables and the subsequent confirmation of these

findings in the two multiple regression analysis (see
Tables 9 and 10) gives us a clear picture to draw conclu
sions from.

The results show strong associations between member

ship in the women's liberation social movement and the
highest levels of moral reasoning.

The results also show

a high correspondence between feminist social action, radi
cal attitudes towards the role of women and the pre

viously mentioned association between feminism and moral
development, as opposed to the antifeminist women who

morally reasoned more conventionally and, therefore, as
discussed in the first, section, less adequately.

^1:pwa:f#A:'WP8aett

Con

infeht .•S:p..,^-^c;^ivi:sm^;:^

One of the more surprising findings was the degree of
an external locus of control for women in the feminist
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.movement^ ■; .This,.may' be interpreted.:, along.:bhe,- lines;:

.works: of Horner ;1:19:68.;,. tl965f;%hich .^found .: that".
S;- . "Jear*® : of" swccessi :Si'ncethe'. •X-E. scale -is ;;.a.tfo.rced-^choicet;,.

^ test'^It may'' be that;' the .feroinistswere actwally expressing: '
' alteiectiont.Co.^^

internal'-boptrol rather;.

■ belief;ian''the..-;."exterhality'i.:Df' -:bnels;:l

stFiseher,il97:4

situation,v:^

;■

'.■The:..-"internality'V',of : th^,.::tfa^^

women"tmaybe: due ;to... . theirphliosophy,::.(and; .praptiqe?;) .:• of the

..^power 'of... "positive", thinking^;andt:the'belief. in\ the';,hi.gh ; -i--; ;■ :
' degree' of control: one' can achieve over one • s husband;'..through
;. "sublimihal"^ ;re.inforceinents' of':..' submission..: (Andelih,.;1965;)-,:
.■

.'Fart^

ie 'the; extremely high.:.correlation

.'.between, the attitude;.;Scbres,.:,:and:.,group merabersliip;;ahd,:;::the.vr'';
a'ctivi.s.m' scores® . ■ . .A''cQrre.latio.n. of :' '®,8.59 be.twe®n'''.the

'tude •test, and group, membership' -ma^^ indieate. a.:contras;t.

. group.

.Or. .":va.lidity..check " .o

the' Attitudes Toward: :..

'.■Women:.Scale., . But ■, : ais.Q .-.of interest os. the. high., correlation 
: • (r-:'

'S04

between. the activism scale apd. the - 'attitude - '

■: '.'scale:, . .■. '- .This. ■ma£>:.,':.i.n effect-,;: mean, that ..the 5-^i.tem;.actiyism
., .:,scale:.may- be;::.e,'-,simp^

.andimore useful.: instr.ument.....than' ;t^

..'lengthy: '.55~item:. attitude scale in regards to measuring
■ that ■ -petso^n
. ■■■set:Jofwomen.

:■ correlate t 'a;t'.: least in a heterogeneous
■ :■■ ■::'

. .together, ''thes'e.;.:reS:Ults; indicate a replication-.
. 'and- ■extension' : of' the. findings :pf ;:.Haan et.;al. (1968> : 1969 ^
. ".191-2) and "Pishkln ?. - kenistonr . and.;:MacKinnon ■ (19;73) , ' except .
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iri:,terms of/the .femi.nist,: so;qial.: ^

rather than the

, student:\-New /Left"/.mov-ement.

^

/.,:///":hue to/,the'.xesults- of/thisr.study'and'^its/cohgxtetoe//

with/previous//studies^ of' spqip-'political .activiem>;;it'inay';
be.■conq.,liided, that,;,Kohlb.erg'',s.;.theory' .of ,mo.raX .d
7has' -a direct/ bearing - on the ideological

iseues pf,

"The- .question becomes ?"' Does high ■.levels.,. pf ■ rapfal:/
cause /the individual' .to join a, spcihl .'move-:. /'

.ment-' to. induce ' social environmental - change because of: a ■ ,
.desire: to,,maintain' self-consistency . (integrity) ^z-or- ,;

.do.e.s',';the.,/V^

being attracted to and - then inter- . /- '

.acting'' .:i,n: a,: spc.ial,- movement in itself lead to .cpgnitiye-,' ; .

. ropral.:.■development?', , ' The" answer would- .-'require - a,,. Ipngitndinal.^

. .study,r- -but to' -this ^-..inve.stigator it "seems .to, be ,a fruitful . - .
area :'f,o,r/;-furt,he,r,'research*"

. ;'./

Conceptual

:i

Finallyi/"-and-bri

I would^iike tp articulate ; my - - ; ;/

-'.own impressionistic account of the-women's l,iberation- , ■
moyement- that- was -formed by and is based, around :Hampden—;
■ 'Turner's, account;.of-;- student radical'ism (,1970) o - vThis, ; .
/uccoun-t centers ;.upon, a'certain discontinuity in Western, ;

/^society-.,;- 'It: appears'' that there xs a structural, conflict,.

;::ih;- toeri'can.:-.,cul,ture that arises -due - to .the strength' of,.the ;;
/developmen.tal' and humanistic themes-■•in America's ,educa-,. - , ; - 
- ' ■tiGna'i ' and^ 'c

philosophies- and -the relative ■
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weakness of these developmental themes in the "hard core"

world of business and politics.

It seems only natural and

can life clashed with the regressive themes.

Imagine the disgust of many women faced with the

prospect of leaving the developmental milieu of their own

growth and respect to take up privileged positions in a
cultural meat-grinder.

What is more natural than the

insistence of these women that the female culture should

use all of its resources to criticize and reform the main

line "male" culture.

What feminists are protesting so

vehemently is the threatened end of their development as

people I

Some women are looking beyond the "home" and per

ceive a "wasteland" culture of competition and prejudiced
individualism, not to mention a sexual ideology whose

savagery would shame a jungle, and they are appalled.

The

"healthy" developmental backgrounds of many of our cul
ture•s women has led them to the conclusion that there is

The feminist individual and movement seems to have

realized its own developmental continuity and is seeking

to infuse the wider society with the seemingly eyolution

APPENp3:}?:;A-:v

:

Questionnaires' Admin'istered'^tQ -Subjects.
First Questionnaire ./ - ^ ■

;• ,

'

■ ': -;C:';ehstructions-', FQR';.;DECISI0N;;STQRIES\ANP^QUES^IC3N^^

■The- purpose' ofthese-. stories and questions; is^ .to . get... yo.ur;; '

■.- .feelings and' ideas..' ;-' Please" write down the ■ideas;..,.orvf.eslings
. .-they . ..bring-.to. isind.-- ^r
than - giving, "yes"- or . "no;"' ■ answers:.
Each story is followed by questions for ypu to answer.

:P-lease - keep your; answers iimited to about three"•sentences.,,:., g
. . if:•■:po'ssible^.'

'

A. '-- , In- E
of cancor.

near' death from a speci-al.kind; - .
There was one drug that the doctors.: thougj^t
\; '..i;";.m.i^^
■ It was' a form;, of radium that; a;'drug~. - .
gist was charging ten times what the drug cost him to
make. He paid $200 for the radium and charged $2,000
for a small dose of the drug. The sick woman's husband,
Heins, went to everyone he knew to borrow the inpney/

but he could only get together about $1,000 which is

of :what\it-cost. . He. told the druggist that ..his-; :;. ,

wife was dying, and asked him to sell it cheaper or let
him pay later. But the druggist said, "No, I discov
ered the drug and I'm going to make mondy from it."
go Heinz got desperate and broke into the man's store
-tQ;:;steai;-:.the drug for .his wife. .

; ..

Do^ou ..think;'Heinz should have:, stoleh' .the-:dr%?.:
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;W.h/ich^is,.wors'

: let-tiri.g 'sQmeon.e :di^-,or... .stealing^,;

■ tp-. you . anyway-,?

.What'does.rvthe'rvalue. ,Q:f,;

3,- ^Is their© -S ■ good. 3reasoii., -fo,jr a. husband to. :Stea,l.;,i..f.-he
doesn• t'.rlove his;.wife?.

.:'r;; ''"

■

■ 'V.

. 4..:■ .W.ould it be.' as right'.; to-., steal it;for... a stranger . as hi:s
wife?.-;:Why?- .

.;.

■C' '

■5:„r- ' Suppdse he;w..as stealing it. for a :pet. he loved,-.dearly.
- 'w

steal fo..r the pet?

'
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sentence him or should he let him go free?

Why?

-^7'#'^^;1?hp;-^dg^vthinksrf!df:.'iett
:vv::¥;y':i;:;V:.i»'3,;-^eas9nS;\:'f^:r.l,doxpg;;';SQ?v,^

v8:'*^"ii'^hi'hh'ing:;-rhj:herm

^wbhtv-wdhid be ■^©"^^e^t'

reesons for the judge to give him some sentence?

9.

Thinking in terms of society# what would be the best
reasons for the judge to not give him some sentence?
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J

been married'fot ten years and they ■

have- two^childreni Sara,. 4,- '■ years- old, and Kevin ;,who



6 years old. Tom.'is a high school teacher who- v
really .loves.'.his- work-.- ' . . Jane., hasn' t; worked, since the,- ^; .- ■

' first two-years of their marriage while Tom was finish- . ■

.'. ■ -:V.i:ng''...his 'College' work . 'for , his teaching, crede.ntiai.. . Jane... .■
, ^:i'.':.'h.asidecide..d' that she'wants' to go. to ■College .at. the,local
■ - . 'State University. - ' But, Tom fe-els that their children. :■
and- himself -need .her .to .be. at. home and. that- ' this ..sud

■.- . .■ . ''de.n altera-tio.n in their lifestyle .will create too-much - ■
/ -change and-'disruption, - es.pecially for. the children.

'■ ■ ■ -Jane .-realises" that her decision.-.will-affect.;.:the.--.li.ye.s. ■. .; .^;
■ -.pf'her' family/ but .she feels '.that-, going ;to Co.I.lege. :
/; .
; ■ . : :Som.ething; .that:, .she. really-W;ants to d-o.

.1:.'- - :Co.. you .think, --that .Jane,..should ,:pr. should not ..gg>to; .
^. ■ . College? /.Why? . -■

...

.• ■. ■ . ; "■ - 

:2. ' . ■"Which do .you feel' is.' more important--the needs . ^of.Jane.'s;
.husbahd. and children ; or Jane''s .own need to try .tp- ful—

. :.

.. -fill her potential?

.Why? ; . .

./- . -;. .i
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ATTITUDES TOWARD WOMEN

The statements listed below describe attitudes toward the

role of women in society which different people have. There
are no right or wrong answers, only opinions. You are asked
to express your feelings about each statement by
whether you (A) Agree Strongly, (B) Agree Mildly, (C) Dis
agree Mildly, or (D) Disagree Strongly. Please indicate
ylur opinion my marking the column on ^he answer sheet
which corresponds to the alternative which best describes,
your personal attitude. Please respond to every item.

(A) Agree Strongly; (B) Agree Mildly; (C) Disagree Mildly;
(D) Disagree Strongly

1. Women have an obligation to be faithful to their hus
bands.

2. Swearing and obscenity is more repulsive in the speech
of a woman than a man.

3. The satisfaction of her husband's sexual desires is a
fundamental obligation of every wife,

4. Divorced men should help support their children but

should not be required to pay alimony if their wives
capable of working.

5. Under ordinary circumstances, men should be expected to
pay all the expenses while they're out on a date.
6. Women should take increasing responsibility

ership in solving the intellectual and social problems
of the day.

7. It is all right for wives to have an occasional, casual,
extra—marital affair.

8. Special attentions like standing up for a woman who

comes into a room or giving her a seat on a crowded
ar© outitiod©d and should b© discontinu©d«

9. Vocational and professional schools should admit the
best qualified students, independent of sex.

10. Both husband and wife should be allowed the same grounds
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. il» \-'V.TeiliTig ;dii'ty ' jokes^'-^houid be;.mostl.y:;a;-mas,ciji:i

pr.e.'^;;;:

■,

. ;l;2;,r::y:te

. • and:,:wives';., should 'k®'.; ®

. family^dudget'v;

partners ;:iu,'^pl;Ui^hi

;;;;dy

y' \'""y'"ryy-:, :y':; '^

■ ;y '

13d- 'Men' ' should -continue^.bo-uhow courtesies- ;to: wbmen_such_ '::y:-> ^•

:/'y; as-doldlngy .open-'the;y^^

,-yyy ■ ■/y' - ;; 'doats,»y-- ' -- -yy ,yy „

.- ■ ■

y^i-y- -

helping, .themon-wxthyytheir

-v"-

y

- ---.yy'y yyy;:

■ 14-. '■ yy Women'' s.hould' 'clairoy .'alimony.- - no.ty as.-, pe-rsons.. ino.apehlo Pi : v

■ 'yy'' y: ' ' yself-'"sUppbrt- but-only . when there are -children-; to,'.'.prp- ;. . . .
vide for; or. .whe-n. . the "burden o;-f- starting ■ l-ife anew-. : - - : -



y. -. -yy- - y.after -'.the;; dyivorce- is ; ob'yio;us'ly.-.heavier .;for. -the ^w.ife» -,

- -15. ■ ■yyy-I-ntoxica.tipn among women-- .'is wor.se .than; . yirttQxieati.pn;
'among- -men..--. ; .-;,..y.-y';.y. - ■ ■. - ;;;..; . . -yy^- y, ';'- -'

'y- :-y- ;y'y'-y,.-y

/'y

;if.y' : y :-They initiative y. 'in;.dating" should:: coine from;the;:man. - v^ y y-:
y '1-7 dyy-Under modern economic . conditions with wonien

_

actiye outside the home, men should share in household

-.'.tashs '.suph' as'; washing - .di-shes . and .doing the laundry-'; . -

-. 

'18. y. - It" i-s--insulting "to' women to ha.ye.. the "obey"; ■cleuse.- 
y; y-' -.yremainvl.n: the mar.ri:age;';-service;.

. y -19.
'

■

y ■ ;>;

.-^ '-"'yy' .y';,

There y ys.hould" be a- strict - merit " system in . jobappoint";.- - ^

..ment and.- prbmbtipn ■;witho'ut regard to sex.-

.

■ '20. y; A. .woman'-.'.yshould-'be. as free- as -a man t®' propose..'--:marriage.

-21".y yy 'Parental authority - and ".responsibility for discip-line ofy-y the''children;.sh^
.-;be equally;, divided between husband-.-.-
..--;.y-"; - ' ' - ' y-. y "and' y.wife«'y,' y

yy'.. -, - .' y

'yyy'

:- '22-.; y' Women;- should'' worry lessy-about .'their "rights yund-.more .
yyyyyyy^y y'.abGut.ybecoming -;
'wiyesV and imithers., ;

■y -2;3i y Women-- -earn
yyy'y y y ■y;Oguallyy-.y^

as much - as - their dates . should- bear 
when;.- they ;.go' out"^ -to -dinner .; . ;

- ' . Women 'should' assume-ytheir rig-ht-ful -place ;in .business.

.yyyyyy y--' y,ahdyyail..^they,pro£es.sion y along; with men.

:

'y25y.yy'-:A''-woman.- . -should . not yexpe to 'go to exactly .the^'.same
yy.y;y;''"' yy;;-;yypiace
quite the same f.ree-dom of -actxon .
y- ' y;. ;

' ,- -' -.'as.'-'-a' -.mahty '- . y;'. -"'

y';- -.' ' ■ ■

'

-. ' ;2,6,y y '^cnsy'in. .:a y family should be given mpre. encouragement'.to

''iy y'';vy ' ■ ■ ;-..go.'y'-''tb/ .'poi

-■

'

.
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21. ' If is ridiculous for- a^'woman-to fun
.

. :for :a>manItO;
,
darn sgeks-.^

■ ■ v-"- .

Idc

: our-V

222'■■ 'It ^ is childish for: a^:,MPman, to^assert;heraelf;fy .retain-•. ■ .

■

'■f -fng":her,.maiden name aftef farriage.

^

29/ ■Society/ should ' regard the services ^ rendered; by: ' the,
::woraen^ Workers,,;

valuable as those of - men.

^

..30v ' -;:lt'd
that male workers should; receive .-mgre^-- , --;
. -■ •V; , , ;pay' than ■ women even -for identical work.

:^31.:-; ':in general/the father should: have greater^



■ .■ :/ , then the Eio.ther. in -.the brxngxng, up ..gl childrc. . ;

■.'32. - ' ^

encouraged fo.t .to-becpme. sexually .

- :.intimate.■with,: anyone,- before marrxage even thexr.

.

fiances-.;

■ ■ , ■■" .;■ : ' ■ ■^■.■;/; ■

r

■ :33.,;- :-;Women should .demand- money for. hous,ehol,d and;.-;persgnal
;e-xp,ense.s;

right rather - than as a gxft. - ■

^

, ,. . ,

:. 34'/ -: " ,The husband, should .-not ■ be favored by -,law 'over ^the; wife .

,;: ■ ::/-;. in;fhe/^

of .\family-- property,; or income-,-/

. 35:. -Wifely . submission -is an-outworn virtue.

-.

■ 36 - - There are - some professions and types of -businesses ,
:; - /- - that :are..;more :suitable .for men, then women

'

;37,-.--:: /Women
should-housetending,
be concerned-with
' rearing-and
rathertheir
than with desi-r , . - - . ' f/:
for professional and busines-s-careers.
- /

, ' 38.- ■ :.;Th:e:,-intellectual ieadership of a .community should-be
. - largely;'' itt- ■ ■fciiB hands o-f. ,p0B

.:;39^.:/'A"'wifeVohbul,d- make.,, every, effort to minimise^irritation
and inconvenience ■ tO- -the- -male , head o-f ,the, famxly,«;- ,

:: 40--,;-- - :T-here should be .no 'greater barrier, to,

woman having sex-with; a-casual, acquaintance than,hay

, ,

■',- . ■

■ ;-,.:::■^ -:: ihg,.-dinher with him.

'

- -41,- Economic and -social freedom is, worth far^more^ to women ,
than acceptancn of the ideal of feminxnity which has
,;.l./::/: ;been:. set .hy:.men.

:- ::42

women h

■ -;-



-take the passive rple.- in - -courtship.--

-„

- ■4-3 ■ - -Oh :-the average, women should be regarded-as; less, cap- , ,

:, V

of - cd^

economic pro.duction-, than; are.,meg.
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..44,.

• The- ^ inteilectual- •ecj.usllty ,cjf .woman •«
■blectly •'■bbvious. .
iv ■ ■

^

v'-':-■■■"":'

H. -have 'full■■■control- • of

;/.3,;

give^or withhot4 sex inttmacy AS they choose. ,
The husband has in general;no obligation to inlornv . ;:

■•45.

46

: ■ 3:"-.:/his. -wife ■of his; financial; plans, , ■ , ., ..

., ,

■ 47,3'-/-:preference.
'iThere are many
jobs .;in-being .nirea .ui promoted.;
over-women
p

,

„

48. women with children should not^work outside the Wuse :
.Women ahould be given.; .equal.

49.;'

apprenticeship;in..the various ..trad . ., . . . - V^,

^

:^The'
relative ■■amounts : ^time^and^oney^to^^desires
Ieaieefon
to household duties on the one

■; 50.

:- the other- should be determined by. personal ■ desire
/and interests ..rather .than by

:51,:.: -

,_

; ■; ■ ■. '3.; . .-/r;

XspoSibiliW forthSi^ilY's"^

/.■ ■ .' ■ his: .wife,
.wife
52.

/53;.
54.

-1;.

.^ ^--VA.

IJn^f
no'JelsSrih?;;^ SjioSiJ^^t
hSve eitramarital affairs ii they want to.
The husband should be tegatded as the legal^ P.^
sentative of the family group in all matters or i
■/ ■ ■ modern
■ j' d«-rr4
-ri- id entitled to:
the same
fre:edom..:.£rom.
The
girl
_ oiven
to the
modern

.regulation;and control that is .given to .r

■ ' "boy.'.
:-,5.d,. .

■56.-

Most women need

iogally^giw

■ ■support . that men have traditionaiii , y

women.*s... Liberation Movement,
is a significant
social.^
.
. •
:/:. ■- ■ .

•;:' :' : :3-:;/-mo¥ement in .socie^t^

Tiie: woinen''.s:',.Liberation.. Movement ^represents
:37.
"tc

The hext five questions will just be answered "yes" or "no,"
58,:; ■ would
you like to sign up for a Psychology of Women
course?
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.59

Would, you:boycott a ' product, whpse.^.ad.yertisirjg: dbd
.prQrao.tion-.is -demeaning.or' chauvinistic ..to ysq^n}

60v:'- Would you .or'.have you joined, a CGMSCIQU^NBSS ■ WI.S.ING^v
61' ■ '-Have you^o would you be willing to institute : a .chyhge
''
in .a- close,
with.a meinber, of the, opposrte ;,
-i; ir:sax, to make, i.t more ,egaiitarian, even though ,it might
' h
the other and create tension- and^ .
' . . . \ ■ take■ the;■,risk'that 'it'might destroy your; relationshi-p,.^.;

6;2-i ■: Would vou.be' willing to give your own time and.-.energy ■ ,
. .^.towards he-lping tP establish a Wome,n's Center, -in..-your
tow-n?

i-- ' ,

i',.-"

;

;'V
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Thtrd-^;Questionnaire■

SOCIAL REACTION INVENTORY
AGE

■

SEX

certain important events in our society affect different

vpeople.::;; Each; item"
^•:teted;,a'or::^

.alternatxye^'.let-.;^
seXect.Ehe one :statement^ot

■ (and.^ ■ onlyyone)'.-which ■ you-morq strongly helieye_. to - he Ehe^-.; ,;,
:^:feas:e-.::as ■

concerned. . Be -sure to., select, the . on^

' ynu; actually-believe;- to:.be;.mQre -true rather than the .one... ■ ■ ■;;
you: ^think:you :should-Vchoose;or the- qne you^- , ^^
:-be-^'true

This^yis /.admeasure - of\ personal belief s : ^;Obvxously,

- there' are:„ho.;.-right:pr .w.rong answers. ; ; . , -v

-

Rlease . answer these, items., carefully _ Re 7sure, to. -frnd . y _
an'answerffor::.every choice.. ;Circle the, letter 7of : bh^:,,state",
. .inehtj'for'each., iteia-^which- you. believe is most;^ true, y, . . :,.,.7
.7;
7:'

,

Eor exampleV,'look :at;:the, fo.llowing.. . item: ^ .
''I more - . strongly. believe - that ^ , 7

1. .

7;-7.., :.7;. . ,

. ..Girls'should keep .up. . -with, the latest.. . ,f.ashx.ons--. , ;
independent and.; chooyeyWhat

-

,;7'-

7..they;7iite.-;

-''7".

-If:;you:. more.'strongly- believe^: that
' Aletter:-;"a."--

^

correct.,-;:,:circ-le--^^^^^^^

you more,, strongly .believe that,"b"yy;is ,yQr--, - .

..7-Wect 7;^ circle Whe ;;iett.e.r,; "b.

. 'yr:

•

.

; ..

'in^ some .instances' you may .discover .that you belxeve . . .y. ;
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'v:'^'- ■ ■ ■ ■■G';.^^': ''V''fe ■• • ■ ■•'■■

-V:':'

iv' ■■''r:.:lV';-;',''\'-"--.,u

■: ■ ■ ■.■■■. 'V- ■ •■'

• '.

• ■■.■ ■■/ ;■ ■ ' .,;. r^' ' ;

; ;'"v • - ■ ;,;■

^

>y;Q:ti'^M;:|?r^vip;0Lsi;;ch9iQes-v?'.v-s",:>;'^

SELECT THAT ALTERNATIVE WHICH YOU PERSONALLY BELIEVE TO BE

.yiF-tndge'. stro.ngiy believfe. -that: ■

1.

a.

b.

2.

Children get into trouble because their parents

punish them too much.

The trouble with most children nowadays is that
their parents are too easy with them.

a. Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are
partly due to bad luck.

b. People's misfortunes result from the mistakes they
make.

3.

a.

One of the major reasons why we have wars is because

people don't take enough interest in politics.

b. There will always be wars, no matter how hard
-W:;v^::';i;|-i%%;f:people;''try;?^tp;;prey^
4.

a.

In the long run people get the respect they deserve
in this world.

b. Unfortunately, an individual•s worth often passes
:5;\;Vunrecbgnized''np:^"
;.hafd-' bp,,
^ ,•

■■"Siil^fcaf'SvTbo.'', idea'/'tbbt\ te;aiehe,ts^vare^ unfair tp^ stbdphtp;\^i.e:,^;v^
nonsense.

b. Most students don't realize the extent to which
their grades are influenced by accidental happen™
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Without ■ the: right.-breaks
^
,oi>e cannot:;:be: ..efti^ct-ive

:6

who fail'to become,headers have not

'": " - . taken ^advantagf© of. their■ opportunities*

' ■7.
•.

- ■

^

;vi.: •

WP matter ^how harid Yoo-try;;: some |?epple: .^jusb-don!t
b ■ People who"can't' get' others^-, tp .l,ikeKthera-^dPb.|^
understand^ how to:get^along with pthers,v. .

■■-aiftHereai.ty.;:plays ^ the
■

':bv" ■ It^'is'- one'e, experience;In, life,which determines, w^at
they're' like* '' '

\

9;v;":'a;, .-I have soften /found that;what;Is; going . , tQ;;happen..
^

h " ■ Trusting.''to fate has' never, turned out'^aa well.lor
/

m

a; decision to make ,a definite.•course ., .

.Iction*.

10. a. in the case of the well preparefl^tudeht there is .
- .rarely it .ever, a -thing ;as. an ;..unfair tes.t., . . , . , , .

■ ■''■/"'bh'- 'Many
'^
to'-co'urse-work:
that, study;ing .IS really useless,

11.1.''a.?- ' Becoming^a/s
has'/little^

-; ,

^'

is- a matter of -tard.:. work,. luck .; - ■ ■

.nothing to.d^,w.xth xt. ■

b^^ Getting a gdod job depends mainly-on. being,in.-the 
: right'^place at;the. -right, time. ;

■12', ..' ' a,' ;'^'■ ■The---;average
citizen .can .have
-an. .influencein,
gov- .
ernment-decision
.
' '■i

V^;

■ b -: - This world'--, is "run' by .the- ' few ,people -in; POwer, . and ;. . .
■
;.- '.'there .is;, not" much,; the little .guy, can, do about.it,.-,.;
■13, a* . ' ' menvl^:^^ plans, lam almost.; certain- that;>I..,can
./I'-

'-

make./them work.,/ '

.

■ ■ "; - '/

b'- ■ ' It 'i s '-not. always .wise' to-- plan.;'too far^'ahead.because.

• Sny
fSings twn out to be a matter of good or b,d
fortune. 'anyhow, 

-14,,- ■ ■ a./ There are^certain . people who. ' .are . just no- good.
,;b i. . There -. is . .some.. good m

78

'-^5:
ing to do with luck.

b. Many times we might just as well decide what to
do..by.flipping a,coin.

:

16. a. Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was
lucky enough to be in the right place first.

b. Getting people to do the right thing depends upon

ability, luck has little or nothing to do with it.
;i7fi®a.^;'rAsS.|atl-^^s^';WGrld::'^iffairs''-a
ilHS''0f''fprcoa'vWe;^
nor control.

b. By taking an active part in political and social
affairs the people can control world events.

:-l8^i'^'.'%i^"KMqStXp®PPl®;'^®h,^

contrplled-'by''"^pei^^

extent ;^hQ. wihich;

hapitenin^^*,:'^'"

b. There really is no such thing as "luck."

19. a. One should always be willing to admit his mistakes,
b. It is usually best to cover up one's mistakes.

20. a. It is hard to know whether or not a person really
likes you.

b. How many friends you have depends upon how nice
21.

a.

In the long run the bad things that happen to us
are balanced by the good ones.

b. Most misfortunes are the result of lack of ability,
ignorance, laziness, or all three.

22.

a. With enough effort we can wipe out political corrup
tion.

b. It is difficult for people to have much control
over the things politicians do in office.

23. a. Sometimes I can't understand how teachers arrive
at the grades they give.

b«

There is a direct connection between how hard I
study and the grade I get.

13'

■ 24.*' ■ ■ s
^

go.cj.d-,: leaiisK' expects peppl-e. to .decide;
..sliould ^dO> ^ ^ ;;>■ ■ ;' ■ ';■ ■

t:hep*T../,.;

^

;

^;. , -A. good,.'leader,mabes, j.t/'clear ■: tp- ever^bpdy;:.wha^^^
pbe'ir"

;25.:V■' ■

. ' ' 'v

" - y ,^'yy■ :. . ■■■:':^y■yyi-y,vyy^;^,^;yy v: ,-v,y

timesy;:!^ feel ; tba't

littley ipflbepce

y.': 'bver ' the,, things that :'happen to me» :

:vvb. ■ , Ity^d
' yy:' : y- ' ,yyi

■, ., ■

,:

.,: ,,•

fpr-'me to belieY® that- '■c„ha,h,PP or,;
an . -impbrtant ro-le in my, life^ ,;;, . :;-v;-'t, -,;

/-26,yy ■ ■■at; ;. People .are .lonely bepapse ..they hon® t. try: tp-;b
;y;y.- 'v'--^yy :'^ , -','yy. ^ y 'frl'thdly .y.;"-;.

., y^ ■ ■. :, ; ; ■ ■ ■ :■ ■ ■; ' ■ . ,'

p', ' y- ; ■/,; .f:,' ^ ,.^.tyy . - '^-y

' , .y.. ^' .

■'t'-y.^ y • .bp'-; ■ -T
' s' nbt, rouch use . in trying . tob harh,.;-tp .."please-,
. - .V'
peo.pl® f'.
they ■l.ike yph*. they like., yo.h®. ,; .

- 27 .' -' '' a® ' 'There is. top much emphasis -,op.,■athlati.ba; ,,,ih- .,hyi,,9h,;:v ■
'ty' "yP- - .- "'y'P.V. - -school-^ V' ' .

' .- . y t,-,t:- ';,y' y -' :,, . ,■' ':■ ■ ■ ' , , ■

: ;, ■ - . ■ :'-y-y' - ;'. .P'

■ ■ 'r.-; , , .,bpy.;'..Team .sports - are- an excella.ht ■ ^ay to build- charactp^^f
.,2-8.Py:y^a<t; Whatyhappens to me is. ray own do:ing.p- ,: P^ ,.\\PP' ' 'y/,;: • : :: .-yy.y„.

yy.y.i. ,y-y ybv^^y Sbmeti^

that I' -don't have .enough'ycpntrol

P;-,, : ,pve,r ' the.,'directipn-,my life i,s taking.

' 2;9,;...- y-.,:.av- - Mo,st' o-,f„ the time I can!t;,yunderstand why,- pplitici.ans.

, :; .;' 'y^

way 'they do,

b.

. . '-' ,y-

y

In the long run''the,'people" are responsible- for
bad government on a national, as well as on a
lo'c-al: level.

, ■

: ,yy , .' 
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